1 Friday
8pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Middle Eastern Dinner
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Go Green
9pm Pati's Mexican Table
Family Fiesta
9:30pm Pati's Mexican Table
Good Morning, Mexico
10pm Pati's Mexican Table
Street Food Favorites
10:30pm Pati's Mexican Table
Chachi's Champoton Kitchen
11pm Pati's Mexican Table
Ancient Yucatan with My Boys
11:30pm Pati's Mexican Table
One Day In Oaxaca
12am Pati's Mexican Table
In Search of La Mixteca
12:30am Pati's Mexican Table
Tijuana: Stories from the Border

2 Saturday
8pm Few Great Bakeries
9pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Wilderness Way
9:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Evergreen Valley
10pm Richard Bangs'
Adventures with Purpose Costa Rica: Quest For
11pm Sara's Weeknight Meals
11:30pm Ciao Italia
Sicily's Sweet Tooth / Golosita

3 Sunday
8pm Sandwiches That You Will Like
9pm Pati's Mexican Table
Family Fiesta
9:30pm Pati's Mexican Table
Good Morning, Mexico
10pm Richard Bangs'
Adventures with Purpose
Greece: Que
11pm My Greek Table with Diane Kochlias
Greek Comforts
11:30pm Lucky Chow
Food As Azn
12am Lucky Chow
Food As Beauty
12:30am Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Tea Time!

4 Monday
8pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Better Breakfast
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Comforting Brew
9pm Pati's Mexican Table
Street Food Favorites
9:30pm Pati's Mexican Table
Chachi's Champoton Kitchen
10pm Family Travel with Colleen Kelly
Life Is A Journey - A Caribbean Cruise
10:30pm Seeing Canada
British Columbia's Okanagan and Northern Ontario
11pm Rick Steves' Europe
Istanbul
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Double Take
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle

5 Tuesday
8pm In Julia's Kitchen with Master Chefs
Charlie Trotter
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Top Spear
9pm Pati's Mexican Table
Ancient Yucatan with My Boys
9:30pm Pati's Mexican Table
One Day In Oaxaca
10pm Bare Feet with Mickela Mallozzi
The Wild Atlantic Way, Ireland
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Nicaragua - Culturally Rich and Naturally Beautiful
11pm Rick Steves' Europe
Iran: Tehran and Side Trips
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Autumn Images
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Top Spear
12:30am In Julia's Kitchen with Master Chefs
Charlie Trotter

6 Wednesday
8pm Lidia's Kitchen
Italian All Stars
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Celebration!
9pm Pati's Mexican Table
In Search of La Mixteca
9:30pm Pati's Mexican Table
Tijuana: Stories from the Border
10pm Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions
Nature Vs. Nurture
10:30pm Samantha Brown's Places to Love
Dallas, Texas
11pm Rick Steves' Europe
Iran's Historic Capitals
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Painting
Hint of Springtime
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Celebration!
12:30am Lidia's Kitchen
Italian All Stars

7 Thursday
8pm Martha Bakes
Perfect Puff Pastry
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Old Vines, Deep Roots
9pm Pati's Mexican Table
Road Trippin' with Javier
Plascencia
9:30pm Pati's Mexican Table
Jinetes, Adventure in the Mountains
10pm In The Americas with David Yetman
 barredo: Cuba's Outpost on the Atlantic
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Berlin and Western Poland - Over The Borderline
11pm Rick Steves' Europe
Croatia: Adriatic Delights
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Double Take
8 Friday
8pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Updated Italian
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Ripe for the Picking
9pm Lidia's Kitchen
Family Favorites
9:30pm Lidia's Kitchen
Brunch Brilliance
10pm Lidia's Kitchen
Storytime with Grandma
10:30pm Lidia's Kitchen
Childhood Cravings

11pm Lidia's Kitchen
A Perfect Roast
11:30pm Lidia's Kitchen
Southern Italian Salads
12am Lidia's Kitchen
Chocolate and Dinner
12:30am Lidia's Kitchen
A Meal for the Grandkids

9 Saturday
8pm No Passport Required
Seattle
9pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Country Side Oval
9:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Double Take
10pm Richard Bangs' Adventures with Purpose Hong Kong: Quest for
11pm Flavor of Poland Krakow
11:30pm Ciao Italia
Classic Neapolitan Pasta / Pasta Classica Napoletana
12am Ciao Italia
Sunday Supper / Cena Domenicale
12:30am New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Thanksgiving

10 Sunday
8pm No Passport Required
Los Angeles
9pm Lidia's Kitchen
Family Favorites
9:30pm Lidia's Kitchen
Brunch Brilliance
10pm Richard Bangs' Adventures with Purpose Morocco: Quest for th
11pm My Greek Table with Diane Kochilas
Tears of Joy! - Retsina
11:30pm Lucky Chow
Ramen Mania
12am Lucky Chow
Koreatown U.S.A
12:30am Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom

11 Monday
8pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Italian Classics
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
An Egg-Cellent Selection
9pm Lidia's Kitchen
Storytime with Grandma
9:30pm Lidia's Kitchen
Childhood Cravings
10pm Family Travel with Colleen Kelly
Family Travel on the Emerald Isle - Ireland as a Family Getaway
10:30pm Seeing Canada Alberta to British Columbia by Rail and The Northwest Territories
11pm Rick Steves' Europe
Granada, Cordoba, and Spain's Costa Del Sol
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Russet Winter
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
An Egg-Cellent Selection
12:30am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Italian Classics

12 Tuesday
8pm In Julia's Kitchen with Master Chefs Leah Chase
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Aww Shucks
9pm Lidia's Kitchen
A Perfect Roast
9:30pm Lidia's Kitchen
Southern Italian Salads
10pm Bare Feet with Mickela Mallozzi
The French Basque Country
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Zermatt, Switzerland - Under the Shadow of the Matterhorn
11pm Rick Steves' Europe
Andalucia, Gibraltar and Tangier
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Purple Haze
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Aww Shucks
12:30am In Julia’s Kitchen with Master Chefs
Leah Chase

13 Wednesday
8pm Lidia’s Kitchen
Italy’s Heartland
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Seafood Success!
9pm Lidia’s Kitchen
Chocolate and Dinner
9:30pm Lidia’s Kitchen
A Meal for the Grandkids
10pm Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions
Women @ Work
10:30pm Samantha Brown’s Places to Love
Lakes & Mountains of New Hampshire
11pm Rick Steves’ Europe
Oslo
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Dimensions
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Seafood Success!
12:30am Lidia’s Kitchen
Italy’s Heartland

14 Thursday
8pm Martha Bakes
Embellished Pies
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Cauliflower, Carrots & Crisp, OH MY!
9pm Lidia’s Kitchen
What’s Baking
9:30pm Lidia’s Kitchen
All About Grandma
10pm In The Americas with David Yetman
The Road from Oaxaca to Chiapas
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo’s Travelscope
Montreal, Quebec, Canada - Bonjour, Montreal
11pm Rick Steves’ Europe
Norway’s West: Fjords, Mountains and Bergen
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Deep Wilderness Home
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Cauliflower, Carrots & Crisp, OH MY!
12:30am Martha Bakes
Embellished Pies

15 Friday
8pm America’s Test Kitchen from Cook’s Illustrated
New Flavors on the Grill
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
The Amazing Potato
9pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Jacques Pepin
9:30pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Rick Bayless
10pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Sara Moulton
10:30pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Jodi Adams
11pm Simply Ming
On The Road In Hawaii: Ed Kenney
11:30pm Simply Ming
On The Road - New York
12am Simply Ming
Jacques Pepin Special Episode
12:30am Simply Ming
On The Road In Hawaii: Mom & Pops

16 Saturday
8pm No Passport Required
Philadelphia
9pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Jacques Pepin
9:30pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Rick Bayless
10pm Richard Bangs’ Adventures with Purpose
Norway: Quest for the
11pm My Greek Table with Diane Kochilas
The Athens Vibe
11:30pm Lucky Chow
Northern Thai Cuisine
12am Lucky Chow
Filipino Entrepreneurs
12:30am Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Hot, Hot and Extra Hot!

17 Sunday
8pm No Passport Required
Philadelphia
9pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Jacques Pepin
9:30pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Rick Bayless
10pm Richard Bangs’ Adventures with Purpose
Norway: Quest for the
11pm My Greek Table with Diane Kochilas
The Athens Vibe
11:30pm Lucky Chow
Northern Thai Cuisine
12am Lucky Chow
Filipino Entrepreneurs
12:30am Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Hot, Hot and Extra Hot!

18 Monday
8pm America’s Test Kitchen from Cook’s Illustrated
Latin Summer Favorites
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Roots & Traditions
9pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Sara Moulton
9:30pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Jodi Adams
10pm Family Travel with Colleen Kelly
Exploring the Wild Atlantic Way - A Girls Getaway in Ireland
10:30pm Seeing Canada
Nimmo Bay & Manitoulin Island
11pm Rick Steves’ Europe
Galicia and the Camino De Santiago
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Wintertime Blues
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Roots & Traditions
12:30am America’s Test Kitchen from Cook’s Illustrated
Latin Summer Favorites

19 Tuesday
8pm In Julia’s Kitchen with Master Chefs
Christopher Gross
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Comforting Brew
9pm Simply Ming
On The Road In Hawaii: Ed Kenney
9:30pm Simply Ming
On The Road - New York
10pm Bare Feet with Mickela Mallozzi
Seville, Spain
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo’s Travelscope
Tokyo, Japan - Celebrating The Past and Present
11pm Rick Steves’ Europe
Basque Country
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Pastel Seascape
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Comforting Brew
12:30am In Julia’s Kitchen with Master Chefs
Christopher Gross

20 Wednesday
8pm Lidia’s Kitchen
Soups On
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Top Spear
9pm Simply Ming
Jacques Pepin Special Episode
9:30pm Simply Ming
On The Road In Hawaii: Mom & Pops

10pm Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions
The Girl with the Book
10:30pm Samantha Brown’s Places to Love
Phoenix, Arizona
11pm Rick Steves’ Europe
Rome: Ancient Glory
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Country Creek
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Top Spear
12:30am Lidia’s Kitchen
Soups On

21 Thursday
8pm Martha Bakes
Frosted Cakes
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Celebration!
9pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Andrew Zimmern
9:30pm Simply Ming
Ming Tsai with Guest Jonathan Waxman
10pm In The Americas with David Yetman
Dry Times in the Southwest: The New Realities
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo’s Travelscope
The Bonin/Ogasawara Islands - A Land Far, Far Away
11pm Rick Steves’ Europe
Rome: Baroque Brilliance
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Silent Forest
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Celebration!

22 Friday
8pm America’s Test Kitchen from Cook’s Illustrated
Pork Two Ways
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle

23 Saturday
8pm No Passport Required
Boston
9pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Reflections of Calm
9:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Wintertime Blues
10pm Richard Bangs’ Adventures with Purpose Pearl River Delta: Ho
11pm Flavor of Poland Rzeszow
11:30pm Ciao Italia Spaetzle
12am Ciao Italia
Vegetable Pies / Torte Di Verdure
12:30am New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Poultry

24 Sunday
8pm No Passport Required
9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
9:30pm Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
10pm Richard Bangs' Adventures with Purpose
"Switzerland: Quest for
Hercules Table
11pm My Greek Table with Diane Kochilas
11:30pm Lucky Chow
12am Lucky Chow
12:30am Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Rising Stars

25 Monday
8pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Summer Picnic Party
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Organic Beginnings
9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Fire Steak and Beyond
9:30pm Primal Grill with Steven Raichlen
Primal Grills for a Crowd
10pm Family Travel with Colleen Kelly
Marine Life in the Bahamas
10:30pm Seeing Canada
11pm Rick Steves' Europe
Florentine Delights and Tuscan Side Trips
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Before The Snowfall
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Organic Beginnings
12:30am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Summer Picnic Party

26 Tuesday
8pm In Julia's Kitchen with Master Chefs
Jody Adams
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
An Egg-Cellent Selection
9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Smoke in a Hurry
9:30pm Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Raichlen On Ribs
10pm Bare Feet with Mickela Mallozzi
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Brazil - Part 1 - Gross National Happiness
11pm Rick Steves' Europe
Paris: Regal and Intimate
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Winding Stream
12am George Hirsch Lifestyle
Seafood Success!
12:30am Martha Bakes

27 Wednesday
8pm Lidia's Kitchen
Crispy Favorites
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Aww Shucks
9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Fire Extreme Grilling
9:30pm Primal Grill with Steven Raichlen
Burn in the USA
10pm Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions
It's A Good Thing
10:30pm Samantha Brown's Places to Love
Vienna, Austria
11pm Rick Steves' Europe
Paris: Embracing Life and Art
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting

28 Thursday
8pm Martha Bakes
Patterned
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Seafood Success!
9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Project Smoke Road Trip
9:30pm Primal Grill with Steven Raichlen
Up In Smoke
10pm In The Americas with David Yetman
The Blue Ridge Parkway: From Virginia to North Carolina
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Bhutan - Part 2 - Land of the Thunder Dragon
11pm Rick Steves' Europe
London: Historic and Dynamic
11:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Cabin in the Hollow
12am Martha Bakes
Patterned

29 Friday
8pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Latin Comfort Food
8:30pm George Hirsch Lifestyle
Cauliflower, Carrots & Crisp, OH MY!
9pm Craft In America
Quilts
10pm Craft In America
Music
11pm Craft In America
Nature
12am Craft In America
Visionaries
30 Saturday
8pm No Passport Required
Detroit
9pm Best of the Joy of Painting
View from Clear Creek
9:30pm Best of the Joy of Painting
Before The Snowfall
10pm Richard Bangs’ Adventures with a Purpose
"Egypt: Quest for t
11pm Flavor of Poland
Bialystok
11:30pm Ciao Italia
Modica’s Cookie Secret / Biscotto Al Segreto
12am Ciao Italia
Cooking of Liguria / Cucina Ligure
12:30am New Orleans Cooking
with Kevin Belton
Revelion Dinne
31 Sunday
8pm No Passport Required
New Orleans
9pm Craft In America
Quilts
10pm Richard Bangs’ Adventures with Purpose Assam
India: Quest for
11pm To Dine for with Kate Sullivan
Sara Blakely, Inventor, Founder and Ceo of Spanx
11:30pm Lucky Chow
Trending Japanese
12am Lucky Chow
Asian Farm to Table
12:30am Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Back to Roots